Within the context of new product development processes and the Creative Problem Solving (CPS) process, the authors have come to the view that clustering is to be seen as a separate step in the process of diverging and converging. Clustering is generally presented as part of the converging stages, and as such categorized as a selection technique, which in the authors' view does not do justice to this activity. It is about expanding knowledge, about connecting ideas, and connecting ideas to problem statements, functionalities, and values and consequences. It is about building a shared understanding, in other words about 'making sense', an essential creative activity in the development of concepts and, although different from a more freewheeling divergent phase, can be as creative and maybe even more so. Four kinds of clusterings are distinguished: object clustering, morphological clustering, functional clustering and gestalt clustering. Object clustering is mainly aimed at categorizing ideas into an overviewable set of groups of ideas. No special connections are being made, other then looking for similarities. Morphological clustering is used to split up a problem into subproblems after which the ideas generated are considered as subsolutions which can then be combined into concepts. Functional clustering is interesting when different approaches can be chosen to answer some question. It permits a more strategic choice to be made. Gestalt clustering is a more synthesis like approach, often with a more metaphoric and artistic stance. Collage is a good example of such clustering. General guidelines for clustering are: use a bottom-up process of emergence; postpone early rationalisations and verbalisations; start grouping ideas on the basis of feeling and intuition; and use metaphoric names to identify clusters.
Introduction
T he writing of this paper originated from a discussion between the authors and a group of innovation consultants in the summer of 2004 on whether clustering is to be seen as a converging technique or as a separate step in the creative diamond approach as found in the 'Creative Problem Solving' (CPS) model as originally introduced by Osborn in his book Applied Imagination (Osborn, 1993) .
CPS has two basic characteristics. First, the original CPS process is comprised of multiple steps [. . .] namely the need to define problems, generate ideas, and then transform these ideas into solutions, and construct action plans. Second, all CPS models show a balance between divergent (e.g. generating a diverse set of alternatives) and convergent thinking (e.g. screening, selecting and evaluating alternatives) in every step of the process. (Puccio, Firestien, Coyle & Masucci, 2006, p. 20) .
For a number of years now at the Delft Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering (IDE), we have been using a diamond model which includes a clearly defined clustering step as a transition between the divergent idea generation phase and the converging evaluation and selection phase (Figure 1 ). This can be found in our lectures and publications, but we never actually stopped to think that this might be an issue to take up and reflect upon; it seemed so obvious: clean up and inventorize the thoughts and ideas which have been generated so far before selecting and moving on to the next stage of development. Clustering is generally presented as part of the converging stages, and as such categorized as a selection technique, which in our view does not do justice to this activity. It is really about expanding knowledge, about connecting ideas, and connecting ideas to problem statements (how does it solve our problem?), functionalities (why and how is it of interest?), and values and consequences. It is about making connections and building a shared understanding, in other words about 'making sense' of a seemingly random collection of independent ideas or suggestions. Making such connections is an essential creative activity in the development of concepts and solutions and, although different, can be as creative and maybe even more so than the preceding diverging phase.
By presenting the creative diamond in such a way (Figure 1 ), some specific activities can be demonstrated explicitly, and some pitfalls which are often encountered during creative sessions may be avoided or dealt with, e.g. the Creadox (COCD, 1993 (COCD, -1997 : the more innovative ideas are eliminated, simply because at that stage they appear to be too unrealistic and unfeasible. Another pitfall of the traditional two-stage diamond is that it is sometimes seen as a quick fix to solve whatever kind of problem: that by shouting ideas and then making a quick selection, with dots for example, one could obtain highly qualitative and innovative ideas for complex issues. Presenting the creative diamond in this new fashion emphasizes some essential activities but also led us to revise the original CPS process, in the form of our 'Three Diamond Process' which we will call the 'CPS revisited' model.
First Thoughts on Clustering
We looked up the term 'cluster' or 'clustering' in various literature databases, but to our surprise, little or no reference is made to it. Searching the SUNY Creativity literature database: no reference! Taking the Encyclopedia of Creativity (Runco and Pritzker, 1999) , and the Source Book for Creative Problem Solving (Parnes, 1992) again no reference in the index lists. Are we looking for the wrong keywords? Perhaps. In the Dutch van Dale dictionary (Kruyskamp, 1961) , for the verb 'to cluster' it says: 'to bring together groups of items on the basis of shared characteristics or attributes'. For 'cluster' we find 'a whole consisting of connected parts'.
Looking for similar processes, we come to 'Crawford's Slip Method', a precursor of brainwriting for larger groups working with small notepads (e.g. A6 format), writing down one note per page. In 5 to 10 minutes, a great number of ideas can thus be collected and then clustered and selected (Dettmer, 2003) . This approach is very similar to what we are using for brainwriting and brainsketching. Another technique which shows similarities with our subject of clustering is that of the 'affinity diagram' or KJ method as developed by Jiro Kawakita (1982) . This was originally developed as a research method to be able to draw conclusions from a myriad of facts from both objective and subjective sources by identifying relationships between items observed.
In terms of generating overviews of complex issues, there are techniques like Mindmapping (Buzan, 1993) and 'Rich Picture' (Checkland, 1981) which may use clustering as an implicit step in the production of their respective overviews. As such, these approaches can very well be combined with our subject of clustering as elaborated in this paper.
Clustering is everywhere. Take a shopping centre for example: you'll find different shops for different products: audio, clothing, food, we may even step into a 'shop' to get a haircut, or yet another 'shop' to get a mortgage for a new home. Our whole world is categorized in such ways. In fact our language is an exponent of this collecting and distinguishing. Collecting experiences, objects and signals and developing sounds to refer to later similar experiences or connotations: names and words.
In a manner of speaking, animals use categories as well, e.g. frogs seem to discern moving objects according to: Life and the species depend on it! Another example: when looking at a starry sky at night, our ancestors observed constellations of stars that they grouped together and gave names to, e.g. 'Leo' (Figure 2 ). This led to a host of meanings and explanations concerning the influence of heavenly bodies on us humans and our world. Similarly natural phenomena such as seasons, lightning and droughts have been projected in stories and fables, on the one hand used to pass along one's culture to the following generations by embedding metaphors illustrating ethics and customs, and on the other hand providing some interpretation of these inexplicable phenomena.
Creative Processes
Knowledge and expertise are essential for making ideas come to be; so, doing one's homework, analysing what's already there and using one's experience is part of the equation. Choosing a proven solution for a problem is often a reliable path to follow. But in this instance we are not talking about problem solving in general, we want to explore more specifically clustering in relation to creative processes, in other words during the development of new ideas. So the reason to emphasize the more creative or generative side of this equation is to highlight the idea of creation: you yourself imagine and set a vocabulary and a grammar for a design. In turn, this demands courage and daring, and respect for novelty. So, although expertise (i.e. using existing knowledge) is essential, it should now be at the service of a creative process. . Such explorations will often be done in a playful, even child-like mode, not hampered by expertise, using curiosity, following hunches, exploring alternatives and experimenting with rules.
After having done this for some length of time, seemingly at random, but very probably also guided by naive emotions and intuitive hunches, there comes a moment when we need to bring order into the resulting collection of terms, items, thoughts and sketches, all pieces of a jigsaw puzzle for which we have no picture on a box to show us what the end result should look like. This is when clustering comes into play. So, which items can be connected together?, can we discern structures that help us get a grip on a solution space?, e.g. making connections, or in other words: making sense.
There are many ways to explain creative process and prescribe processes for useful creative work. One of these is the CPS approach ( Figure 4 ) which concentrates on generating 1 Not in the sense of knowing a hundred reasons why something is impossible or unrealistic, but expertise in a way of being able to develop some seemingly impossible idea into a realizable concept.
Figure 2. Astrology: Leo
ideas by looking at generation and selection as distinct steps. Idea generation takes place almost at random, with no a priori structure other than a problem statement guiding and stimulating this idea generation. The risk of such an approach is to look at problems and ideas as one-on-one phenomena, often oversimplifying issues to symptomatic approaches. Most issues are not such simple questions. Although we may need to formulate some manageable problem statement to guide our creative process, e.g. in the form of 'One Single Concrete Target' (Osborn, 1993) , that does not mean an issue is simplistic or 'easy' to tackle. This paper is an attempt to work around some of the pitfalls we regularly encounter when using a brainstorming/CPS approach.
Having revised the CPS creative diamond by including such a clustering step, we have come to review the whole CPS process and developed an adapted version which we have called 'The CPS Revisited' model ( Figure 5 ).
Elaborating the 'CPS Revisited' Model First Diamond: Problem Statement
One of the techniques used in this phase is the generation of 'how to . . . ?' questions (H2's).
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This may be done at random and/or guided, e.g. by pointing out different stakeholders and generating H2's from their respective perspectives. After generating some 20 to 60 of these problem formulations, one tries to bring order into this collection through clustering. Some of these statements can probably be combined because of similarity and overlap and other statements might be connected through causal relationships.
By building up such a puzzle, one may be able to construct a more systemic view and understanding of the issue at hand and even discover some levers which, when handled properly, could make the whole system or situation 'move' in a desired direction. It is this 1: known ideas, 2: a hypothetical space with all the ideas that might at some point be generated; X: identifying and breaking assumptions; 3: newly generated ideas. (Buijs, 1984) kind of understanding and overview that we try to pursue during this clustering step in the first problem statement diamond.
In the following step, we might decide which of these problem statements may be suitable for acting upon, and then select and formulate a problem statement in the form of: 'One Single Concrete Target'.
Second Diamond Idea Generation
By generating ideas, associating on each other's ideas, by postponing judgement and by encouraging the weird and strange, we try to generate a wide field of options to respond to the problem statement formulated earlier. Two hundred ideas are not unusual in this phase. This divergent phase can be enriched by using different techniques expanding and stretching the 'solution space' further and further. After having done this for a while, at some point it will be necessary to bring order to this seemingly random and unstructured collection of items and terms ( Figure 6 ). This is a good point to move on to a clustering phase. A useful step to start this off is to read aloud each of the ideas and ask participants for clarification, so everyone has a similar view of what has been generated so far. We may also put aside some of the craziest associations we have had which, although useful as stepping-stones towards new ideas, have now fulfilled their function.
Clustering
So, which items can be connected together? Can we discern structures that help us get a When clustering, we do not yet know the categories, at least that's the idea. Just like in idea generation, clustering is about postponing judgement. It ought to be run as a bottom-up process, creating structures and rules along the way. It starts with trying to connect individual ideas to one another: one idea might go together with some other idea, and if so, maybe a third idea fits with the first two. Some fourth idea might be seen as different or unconnected, starting a new cluster and looking up ideas that might combine into a second grouping. And so forth. It is essential at this stage not to rationalize one's choices too quickly, even to do so without verbalizing these choices, just trying to use one's intuition and feeling about which ideas could be grouped.
This can be done individually, but we often let people do this in groups. In that sense the process is also influenced by group dynamics. Who takes the lead? Sometimes two subgroups work separately at first and then discover they have to combine two different sets of clusters. Some participants will choose to stand back at first to come forward later on. Others may jump into action from the first instant. All in all, this is a complicated social process, where it's difficult to define which part is based on content considerations and which part is based in group dynamics. As such it becomes a social construction -a group of people developing and defining how things are to be looked at -no surprises here!
Selection
One might say that selection is really about discerning quality: What makes for better or lesser solutions? The divergent phase was about generating and obtaining a multitude of options and the clustering phase about bringing order to this diversity and in parallel grow a better understanding of the issue being worked on. This third stage (in the creative diamond) is about recognizing quality and making choices on what to choose to move on to the third diamond of concept development.
There are many techniques to proceed through this phase, ranging from asking people to mark the ideas of their choice, to using general criteria like innovative, interesting and challenging to setting up elaborate criteria matrices to support a well-founded decision-making process (Tassoul, 1993) .
There is one aspect in relation to clustering that it is important to mention here. Having generated clusters, we now have a more general perspective on our issue. So instead of selecting separate ideas, we can now make a more strategic kind of choice: along which principles or other general guidelines do we choose to proceed? And once such choices are agreed upon, we can have a closer look again at the idea level.
Third Diamond: Concept Development
This third diamond is different from the earlier two in the sense that this is about design and development. Although aspects may still be developed using the diamond model (e.g. detailing colour, textures, materials, production principles and market introduction), it is most often not about generating options at random, it is much more a design job and as such it is the work of expert designers, to a large part using expertise to make things work. As Vanosmael and De Bruyn (1990) coined it: it is about 'Form Creativity' rather than 'Vision Creativity', in other words, how to make something work in a tangible world, and thus in materializing an idea.
The spirals used to depict this different stance ( Figure 5 ) are meant to indicate processes such as the Experiential Learning Cycle from Kolb (1984) , or the design cycle from Zeissel (1984) with (1) Imagining, (2) Presenting and (3) Testing. This approach is based on a cyclic process of reflecting, conceptualizing and elaborating, iteratively developing an idea into a comprehensive materialized design (Figure 7) .
In this third step of concept development, a distinction is made between three main subjects to develop:
1. the concept itself, 2. acceptance finding, in other words the idea or concept in a social, political and business context, 3. implementation planning: the activities necessary to implement the idea in the real world. 
Delving Deeper into Clustering
We will now explore clustering in more detail, i.e. our view on the difference between clustering and categorizing, the use of metaphors to name clusters, and the generation of a representative idea per cluster. Then, we will propose four different kinds of clustering one can discern.
Clustering versus Categorizing
When generating clusters, it is important to let go of preset categories, as from an Ikea catalogue, or other set categorization. The clustering should be arrived at while connecting ideas into groupings as a 'bottom-up' process.
In that sense we make a distinction between categorizing and clustering. Categorizing is about fitting ideas into set categories, whereas clustering is to be seen as a bottom-up process by which clusters or categories are to be generated. When using categories, one might say we use a predefined structure for a solution space, and the chances are that we will obtain more of the same kind of ideas. So what is the use of launching a creative endeavour if we are from the outset blocking any possibility of new outcomes. Generally, the structure of our outcomes ought to emerge from the process, but of course this all depends on the particular issue we are working on. The process itself is what is of value here. It is about the group discussing and sharing thoughts and arguments that make for valuable sense making. Now connections are being made, and consequences of particular ideas or clusters are being looked at, in short a wider understanding is built of the issue being worked on.
Reduction and Metaphoric Names
Although clustering can be a process of synthesis or integration, it is also a process of reduction: from the richness of, say, 200 different and 'isolated' ideas, to a limited number of clusters. Theoretically, this is quite a determining step as we are considering objects in some undefined multi-dimensional space, and we are now reducing such considerations to a single set of clusters. We risk losing much of the richness within these clusters, together with all the possible solutions and variations generated so far.
What is helpful at this stage is to use metaphoric names, e.g. a Disney cluster (ideas emphasizing fantasy and imagination), a Volvo cluster (ideas emphasizing safety and common sense) and a Jules Verne's cluster (ideas emphasizing innovativeness and a far-reaching nature). Using such metaphoric names allows one to reduce a cluster to a single identifiable unit without losing too much richness in these collections of ideas, and often, even add to it as such metaphoric naming will by itself add richness and inspiration for further development of ideas into concepts. As such, generating metaphoric names becomes a creative and synthesizing act in itself.
Representatives
To conclude such a clustering activity, one can choose to select or develop one representative idea per cluster. Which of the ideas within a cluster really represents that cluster at best, or develop and combine a new idea from the ideas in that cluster to demonstrate the specific aspects of that cluster which differentiates it from other clusters.
In parallel with developing a representative, it now becomes relevant to describe such a cluster in words. What is specific to that cluster?, what distinguishes it from other clusters? and how does it 'respond' to the starting question or problem statement? So, although during the process, people will have started to verbalize some of their choices, now a concluding description is provided on what it is, what it does, and how it is significant to the issue at hand. A good conclusion would be to invite participants to do a verbal presentation of these resulting clusters.
We will now explore in more detail some types of clusterings, namely object, morphological, functional and gestalt clusters.
Object Clustering
In the case of 'object' clustering (e.g. rectangular solutions versus round solutions, or green solutions versus yellow solutions), no relationships are really available at this point, and the selection step may be more implicit or naïve: why rectangular, or why green? So, a question which ought to jump out immediately is: 'Why and how could form or colour be relevant in our design?' Most of the time, an object clustering will have to be followed by an inquiring step: why and how are such choices relevant to our task? One may find that colour is relevant in a communicative sense (e.g. danger versus safety) and that form is relevant in terms of feasibility and produceability (e.g. produced on a lathe or a mill). In any case, such relationships should be made explicit before moving on to a selection step, else this really will be a wild guess, or one may choose to redo the clustering step but now in a more meaningful manner.
An interesting use for such object clustering is to uncover gaps in our idea generation. At a cluster level, one may find that some areas have not been covered yet, and thereby add to our collection of ideas. In that sense, it can be used as a reflective stage to identify some of our assumptions and help to fine tune our idea generation.
Morphological Clustering
If one envisages a move on to a morphological analysis, the objective of clustering will be to develop a set of parameters into which one may divide a (technical) system into a combination of subsystems. For each of these parameters (clusters), one may choose ideas that can then be combined into an overall solution for our original problem. In other words: the overall issue is divided into subquestions for which we have generated subsolutions. These are then combined into overall concepts. Figure 8 presents an example.
Functional Clustering
A clustering can also take the form of distinguishing different approaches to deal with our originally stated problem. Thus each cluster represents an approach to our problem, and we might now talk of a functional clustering. Eventually our choice will be about which of these approaches or clusters ought to be selected. So, at this point, and to prepare a good selection, one may select a limited number of approaches (e.g. two or three) and develop these into more comprehensive concepts by combining ideas within each of these clusters.
Such a functional clustering leads one to look at a solution space at another abstraction level (see also Figure 6 ). It is really about the general lines one may discern to tackle the issue we are working on. Looking at our clusters, one may even discover and generate new clusters for which no ideas have yet been generated.
Gestalt Clustering
Earlier on, examples of such gestalt clusterings were described using astrology as an example. Gestalt clustering is a kind of oxymoron. Clustering is about putting separate objects together, almost as a mechanical activity. Gestalt is about synthesis: generating common denominators to use as a starting point for a design. As such, gestalt clustering might be the 'melting together' of ideas into an encompassing integrated concept where the whole becomes more than the sum of the parts. The earlier suggestion to use metaphoric names to discern different clusters is a step in this direction. Making collages to depict some cluster is another useful technique, which by itself is of course also a clustering, but now with a more artistic and aesthetic stance.
Discussion and Conclusion
Clustering is neither part of divergence nor convergence. It is a step in its own right which Children's Carts (Source: van de Brule, 2007) is directed at adding quality to the collection of ideas by making connections, by exploring and building an understanding of a solution space, and by enriching ideas towards further steps of development, in other words, clustering is about building a shared understanding and about making sense.
In part the processes described here are simply instrumental to the issue at hand, in other words, they depend on what is needed at a certain point in a process. But some aspects that have been mentioned can lead to many new questions. One such question is the influence of group dynamics on the process of clustering. Personality types, for example, as proposed by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Briggs Myers et al., 1998 Myers et al., , 2003 probably have an influence both on group dynamics and on the clustering itself. Power relations within a group certainly have an influence, and are even greater when the process is run independently from some facilitator. But one can reason in two directions here.
On the one hand, one would like to have some kind of pure or even sterile process, that would automatically lead to some useful and interesting result. But no such thing can ever happen in the real world; values, intuition and expertise always play a role in such a process of emergence, as can be seen from the clustering process. It would be like trying to determine some kind of truth, while we are in the middle of a creative process. So on the other hand, one might say that any structure developed in this instance may or may not be useful, and it is through a process of trial and error that useful and interesting outcomes may appear. Some guidelines, however, may be added to the rules mentioned earlier (see Figure 10) . The most important one is probably that personal needs of respect and acknowledgement are well covered, as should be the case in any process of collaborative creation. A further recommendation is to use a process facilitator, a person who may intervene, e.g. by inviting more introverted people to participate more The objective of this paper is to reflect on some of our experiences and share some perspectives on the operational aspects of clustering as it is done during CPS sessions. In that sense we hope to have presented some useful ideas and insights on the subject.
